
bridgeMLS is proud to announce the addition of a new MLS solution, connectMLS, 
available to all participants and subscribers in January 2019.

Built by Experts
connectMLS was meticulously crafted by a former REALTOR®, 
so its functionality is seamless, intuitive, and designed with 
real estate professionals in mind.
 

Lightning Fast
IncIncredibly fast response times, in terms of providing data in 
connectMLS, support, and customization.

Top Rated
connectMLS has consistently placed first in the industry for 
rich features including: Overall Satisfaction, Mobile Access, 
Customer Service, and more.
 

Future Oriented
TThe dynamic connectMLS team is ever-evolving to ensure 
the needs of every user are met.

connectMLS is a fully-featured and completely customizable MLS solution, 
designed for ease of access from anywhere, anytime.



Customizable CMA
The flexible CMA module allows agents access to CMA 
summaries or comprehensive reports.

Mapping Tools
Tight and dynamic integration with powerful industry 
mapping programs.

TTransaction Management System (TMS)
The TMS includes a document management system, 
milestone (task) management, participant collaboration, 
service ordering, activity and history log.

Property Flyers
Easy-to-use interface for lightning fast property flyers with 
extensive branding. 

SStatistical Reports
Comprehensive reports to help agents gain a better 
understanding of the market and provide valuable data to 
share with clients in a simple and understandable format. 

Access MLS data via smart phone, tablet, or any other 
mobile device. The features of connectMLS are completely 
responsive and easily accessible from any mobile device. 
Just log in & go!

For more information about connectMLS, visit bridgemls.com

My MLS Home Page
An abundance of versatile functionalities and widgets that 
are fully customizable per end-user.

Power Searches
Powerful searches on any device that filter through thousands 
of listings to display results in a fraction of a second.

ClientClient Web-Portal
A private and secure way to provide your clients with 
extensive data. Send property flyers, CMAs, real estate forms, 
statistical reports, and tax and financial reports.

Client Management
Collaboration features facilitate endless contact capabilities 
for agents that extend through to the client Web-Portal.

ReReal Estate Forms
Your local, state, and national real estate forms are directly 
embedded in connectMLS, where they can be filled-in, 
printed, saved, edited, and shared.

100% Mobile-Friendly

CORE FEATURES
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